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1. About HK Electric
1.1. Company Overview
Lighting up the homes and businesses of Hong Kong since
1890, HK Electric has a long record of providing a safe and
highly reliable electricity supply at a reasonable price to
customers on Hong Kong and Lamma islands. In 2020, the
Company achieved its highest power supply reliability rating
– over 99.9999% – one of the best records in the world.
The Company’s operations cover power generation,
transmission and distribution, supply and customer service –
all regulated by the HKSAR Government through a Scheme
of Control Agreement (“SCA”). Thanks to prudent
investment and the use of the most appropriate
technologies, HK Electric has been instrumental in
sustaining the city’s economic development and enabling a
good quality of life for its citizens. As part of its ongoing
efforts to reduce emissions, HK Electric has been increasing
the use of natural gas to generate electricity, reaching
around 50% of total power output in 2020.

1.2. Facts and Figures (as at 31 December 2020)
Generation Capacity at
Lamma Power Station

Cable Tunnels

Mainly underground and
submarine cables

• Wah Fu-Bowen
• Nam Fung-Parker
• Tin Wan-Wah Fu • Cyberport-Wah Fu
• Yung Shue Wan • Pak Kok Tsui

Fuel Mix & Source

Electricity Sales

6,638 km

3,617 MW*

• 6 coal-ﬁred units
• 3 gas-ﬁred combined-cycle units
• 5 oil-ﬁred gas turbine units
• 1 solar power system
• 1 wind turbine

Substations

3,995

Natural gas
(~50%)

Switching stations: 24
Zone substations: 27
Customer substations: 3,944

6

Coal
(~50%)

Main Gas Source: Australia, Qatar
Coal Source: Indonesia, Russia

Carbon Emissions per
Electricity Unit Sold

CO2

Commercial: ~70.9%
Residential: ~26.3%
Industrial: ~2.8%
Supply Reliability

Residential: ~80.6%
Commercial: ~18.5%
Industrial: ~0.9%

Maintained at >99.999% since 1997

Unplanned Customers Minutes Lost

Approved Capital Investment under
2019-2023 Development Plan

Maintained at <1 minute
on average since 2009

$26.6 billion

< 0.5 minute on average

10.134 billion units

Customers

583,000

0.71 kg/kWh

Figure refers to CO2e

Circuit Length

Power generation system,
transmission and distribution
system, customer and corporate
services development

>99.9999%

Permanent Staff

1,713

Technical: ~61%
Supporting: ~39%

* To achieve Hong Kong’s fuel mix target of around 50% gas generation in 2020, HK Electric not only had to build a new gas-ﬁred unit L10, but

also defer the retirement of an old gas-ﬁred unit GT57. Instead of the original schedule of 2020, GT57 will now retire in 2022 when another
new gas-ﬁred unit L11 comes into operation. This is an interim measure to achieve government objective. The installed capacity in 2020 without
GT57 would otherwise be 3,272 MW.
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2. Scheme of Control Agreement
2.1. Introduction
HK Electric’s business is regulated through a bilateral
agreement – Scheme of Control Agreement (“SCA”) – entered
with the HKSAR Government. The current SCA is HK Electric’s
fourth one and was signed with the Government in April 2017
for a 15-year term with effect from 1 January 2019 until
31 December 2033.
The activities of HK Electric are subject to the SCA, under which
the Company is entitled to earn an annual Permitted Return of
8% of its average net ﬁxed assets. The SCA also contains
certain adjustments to the Permitted Return in the form of
performance-based ﬁnancial incentive and penalty schemes as
well as different funds and service schemes to encourage
energy efﬁciency, operational performance, renewable energy
(“RE”) development in Hong Kong and service quality
enhancements, etc.
The SCA is not a franchise nor does it provide exclusive rights
for HK Electric. Rather, it sets out the obligations of the
Company, the returns for shareholders and the arrangements
by which the Government monitors the Company’s ﬁnancial
affairs and operating performances as far as they are
electricity-related.
The SCA regime has proven itself a cost-effective tool to
accomplish the Government’s energy policy objectives of
providing a safe, reliable and efﬁcient supply of electricity at a
reasonable price, while minimising the environmental impact of
electricity generation. It provides us with the certainty much
needed for making timely and sufﬁcient long-term
infrastructure investment, as well as the ﬂexibility in managing
and operating its power supply businesses efﬁciently.

Scheme of Control Agreement
Government’s Energy Policy Objectives
Safe, reliable and efﬁcient electricity supply at a reasonable price to satisfy energy
demand, minimise environmental impact, promote energy efﬁciency and conservation.

Regulation through SCA

Government

Financial and
Operation Reports

Safe, Reliable and
Environmentally Friendly Electricity Supply
Community
and
Customers

HK Electric

Reasonable and
Affordable Tariffs
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2.2. Regulatory Framework

Regulatory Reviews under the SCA

Through the regulatory reviews, including Interim Review,
Development Plan Review, Auditing Review and Tariff
Review, the Government effectively monitors HK Electric’s
ﬁnancial and operational performances.

2.3. Performance Incentive and Penalty
Schemes
Under the SCA, various performance incentive and penalty
schemes are in place by means of adjustments to the
Permitted Return to encourage HK Electric to take proactive
steps in sustaining high standards of operational and
customer service performances, promoting energy efﬁciency
and harnessing RE development in Hong Kong. Incentives and
penalties on supply reliability and customer services have been
tightened, while new performance target on grid supply
restoration is introduced. To further promote energy efﬁciency
and conservation, performance targets for number of energy
audit and associated energy saving are set at four times of
those under the previous SCA.

Interim
Review
(“IR”)

The Government and HK Electric
jointly conduct IR every ﬁve years
after the SCA comes into effect; any
modiﬁcations to be mutually
agreed.

Development
Plan (“DP”)
Review

HK Electric submits a 5-year DP to
the Government covering the
projected basic tariff rates and sales
as well as required operating and
capital expenditures. The DP shall be
vetted by the Government and
approved by the Executive Council.

Auditing
Review
(“AR”)

HK Electric makes a submission to
the Government early each year to
initiate the AR process for reviewing
HK Electric’s ﬁnancial, technical and
environmental performances for the
preceding ﬁnancial year.

Tariff Review
(“TR”)

The Government and HK Electric
jointly conduct TR every year to
determine the tariff for the
following year. The adjusted tariff
will be effective from 1 January of
the following year after the
Government’s review.

New targets for number of buildings and energy saving under
Smart Power Building Fund and ﬁve-year energy saving have
also been set. To promote RE development, incentive targets
are set in the SCA to encourage the Company to increase the
share of RE in electricity generation, increase the number of
new grid-connected RE systems, and sell RE Certiﬁcates.

Performance Incentive and Penalty Schemes under the SCA
Adjustment to the Permitted Return
Category

Operational
and Customer
Services

Energy
Efﬁciency

Renewable
Energy

Measurement for Each Year
Supply Reliability
Operational Efﬁciency
Customer Services
Supply Restoration
Energy Audits – Completed Audits
Energy Audits – Energy Saving
Smart Power Building Fund – No. of Buildings
Smart Power Building Fund – Energy Saving
Five-Year Energy Saving
Demand Response Reduction
Share of RE in Electricity Generation
No. of New Grid-connected RE Systems
No. of New Grid-connected RE Systems with
Regular Generation
No. of New Grid-connected RE Systems with
Regular Generation over a 5-year period
Sale of RE Certiﬁcates

Maximum Incentive for
performance above the
respective threshold

Maximum Penalty for
performance below the
respective threshold

+0.015%
+0.01%
+0.01%
+0.015%
+0.04%
+0.1%
+0.02%
+0.1%
+0.1% (Every 5 Years)
+0.025%
+0.05%
+0.0025%

-0.015%
-0.01%
-0.01%
-0.015%
-

+0.0025%

-

+0.01% (Every 5 Years)

-

10% of the total revenue from
the sale of RE certiﬁcates

-
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2.4. New Features of SCA
In support of the Government’s environmental policy and to
meet the requirements of the SCA to encourage the use of RE
and promote energy efﬁciency, a suite of “Smart Power
Services” have been introduced. The Fuel Clause Charge in the
Net Tariff is also revised more frequently from yearly to
monthly to reﬂect changes in fuel costs more promptly. Details
can be found in Section 3.1. – Tariff Components and Section
9.1. – Smart Power Services.

2019-2023 Development Plan

2.5. Five-year Development Plan (2019-2023)

Components

Investment

Power Generation System

$16.2 billion
(61%)

Transmission and
Distribution System

$9.1 billion
(34%)

Customer and Corporate
Services Development

$1.3 billion
(5%)

Total Capital Expenditure $26.6 billion

In July 2018, the HKSAR Executive Council approved
HK Electric’s 2019-2023 Development Plan (“DP”) of a total
capital expenditure of $26.6 billion for a term of ﬁve years. The
main projects covered in the DP include the construction of
infrastructure for transitioning from coal-ﬁred to gas-ﬁred
power generation in support of the Government's
environmental and climate change policies. Other key focuses
are to help transform Hong Kong into a Smart City and
enhance power networks to maintain supply reliability and
service excellence.

Evolution of Fuel Mix for Electricity Generation
Generation Mix

2019

2020

2022

2023

Gas

~30%

~50%

~55%

~70%

Coal

~70%

~50%

~45%

~30%

Gas

Oil

Coal
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Key Projects in the Development Plan
Investment in building three new gas-ﬁred generating units is
the core part of the DP, and gas supply reliability will also be
crucial. To enhance fuel security and bargaining power for gas
purchase, HK Electric is partnering with CLP Power to develop
an offshore liqueﬁed natural gas (“LNG”) terminal using the
Floating Storage and Regasiﬁcation Unit (“FSRU”) technology
in Hong Kong waters. (See Section 7.: Major Projects)
For building a more resilient power grid, various transmission
and distribution facilities will be constructed and reinforced,
such as building new and replacing old substations and
expanding the supply network. Smart meters with Advanced
Metering Infrastructure are being deployed to establish an
intelligent information exchange platform for customers’
energy management. Grid remote control and monitoring
system will also be reinforced to improve grid intelligence and
automation features.
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3. Tariff Information
3.1. Tariff Components
The Net Tariff charged to customers is mainly made up of Basic
Tariff and Fuel Clause Charge (Figure 1).

Figure 1 – Tariff Components
Fuel Clause
Charge
Net Tariff
paid by
Customers

=

Difference between Total Fuel Cost
and Standard Fuel Cost

Total Fuel Cost –
a pass-through on to
customers without any proﬁt

Standard Fuel Cost
Basic Tariff

Operating Costs

* After various adjustments
including performance incentives
and penalties adjustment

Permitted Return*

Basic Tariff
Basic Tariff is calculated by dividing the annual forecast total of
the standard cost of fuels, operating costs and the Permitted
Return by the forecast volume of electricity sales.

Fuel Clause Charge
Fuel cost is passed through to customers without any proﬁts
incurred as stipulated by the SCA.
A Fuel Clause Recovery Account (“FCRA”) is established under
the SCA to capture the difference between actual cost of fuels
and standard cost of fuels, which is to be recovered from or
returned to customers by means of Fuel Clause Charge
(“FCC”) or Rebate. Standard cost of fuels is recovered from the
customers through the Basic Tariff (Figure 2).

Figure 2 – Fuel Clause Recovery Account (FCRA)
As illustrated below, the FCRA is used to capture the differences between the Fuel Clause Charge (a) and Standard Fuel
Cost (b) and the actual fuel cost (c) incurred. If (a) + (b) is higher than the actual fuel cost (c), the amount of such excess (d)
is transferred to the FCRA. Conversely, when there is a deﬁciency (e), the amount is transferred from the FCRA.

Deﬁciency

(e)

Fuel Clause
Charge

(a)

Standard
Fuel Cost

(b)

Fuel Clause
Charge

Excess

(d)

Higher
than

>

Actual
Fuel Cost

(c)

(a)

FCRA

Standard
Fuel Cost

(b)

Less
than

<

Actual
Fuel Cost

(c)
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Under the SCA, HK Electric’s fuel procurement policy and
procedures are monitored by the Government through the
annual Auditing Review. Our long-term fuel contracts are also
scrutinised by the Government to ensure that their terms and
conditions are in line with international fuel market trends and
practices.
Fuel prices however are subject to ﬂuctuations caused by
changes in market supply and demand attributable to a host of
factors including geopolitical forces and economic climate
which are beyond the control of the power companies. From
2019, to reﬂect the changes in fuel costs more promptly, the
FCC is adjusted monthly based on the previous three-month
average actual cost of fuels in accordance with the more
frequent FCC adjustment mechanism (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – More Frequent Fuel Clause Charge (FCC) Adjustment Mechanism
To allow time to collect and calculate the actual fuel costs, the January and February Fuel Clause Charges (“FCC”) are ﬁxed at
the annual FCC rate as determined in the annual Tariff Review (“TR”). The FCC adjustment will start from March each year.
Take 2021 as an example. The January and February FCC follows the rate determined in the TR which was 17.4 cents per unit
of electricity (a). The March FCC was adjusted by the difference between the previous three-month average Fuel Clause
Chargeable per unit of electricity (calculated at 20.5 cents per unit) and that projected in the TR (21.7 cents per unit), which
resulted in a reduction of 1.2 cent per unit (b). Therefore, the March FCC was 16.2 cents per unit (c). The same formula applies
to subsequent months. For information on the monthly FCC for 2021, please visit HK Electric's website at
www.hkelectric.com/fcc-en.
-1.2 cents (b)
FCC per unit
17.4 cents
(a)

FCC per unit
17.4 cents
(a)

FCC per unit
16.2 cents
(c)

January

February

March

3.2. Tariff Approval
Under the SCA, HK Electric has to submit a Development Plan
(“DP”), which sets out the projected basic tariff rate and sales
as well as required operating and capital expenditures for the
period covered by the DP, to the Government for approval by
the Executive Council.
The actual tariff is set every year through the Tariff Review
(“TR”). HK Electric will submit a proposal to the Government
taking into account factors including the current and projected
electricity sales, operating costs and fuel costs. If the proposed
Basic Tariff Rate exceeds the projected Basic Tariff Rate
approved in the DP for the year by more than 5%, further
approval by the Executive Council is required. The outcome of
the TR will be announced at the meeting of the Legislative
Council (“LegCo”)’s Panel on Economic Development, with
presentations from the power companies to explain their tariff
adjustments. Relevant information is available on the LegCo
website.

Note: Fuel Clause Chargeable represents the
difference between actual cost of fuels
and standard cost of fuels net of interest
on Fuel Clause Recovery Account balance.
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3.3. Tariff Stabilisation Fund
The SCA requires HK Electric to maintain a Tariff Stabilisation
Fund (“TSF”), the main purpose of which is to accumulate and
provide funds to ameliorate tariff increases or facilitate tariff
reductions where appropriate. Every year, where the Gross
Tariff Revenue exceeds the aggregate of the Total Operating
Costs, Permitted Return (after various adjustments) and Scheme
of Control taxation charges, the amount of such excess is
transferred to the TSF for future use when required.
On the other hand, if there is a deﬁciency, the amount of such
deﬁciency is transferred from the TSF to the statement of proﬁt
and loss for that year, but the amount transferred may not
exceed the balance of the TSF, meaning that the TSF should
not go into deﬁcit (Figure 4).

Figure 4 – Tariff Stabilisation Fund (TSF)
As illustrated below, each year, where the Gross Tariff Revenue (a) exceeds the aggregate of the Total Operating Costs and
Permitted Return (b), the amount of such excess (c) is transferred to the TSF. And if there is a deﬁciency (d), the amount is
transferred from the TSF to the statement of proﬁt and loss for that year.
Excess

(c)

Gross Tariff
Revenue

(a)

Higher
than

>

Deﬁciency

Total
Operating
Costs#

+

Permitted
Return*

(d)

TSF

Less
than

Gross Tariff
Revenue

(b)

(a)

<

Total
Operating
Costs#

+

Permitted
Return*

(b)

# Includes fuel cost, operating costs, etc.; plus the Scheme of Control taxation charges.
* After various adjustments including performance incentives and penalties adjustment.

3.4. Types of Tariff
HK Electric offers three types of tariffs for different categories of
customers, namely Residential Tariff, Non-Residential Tariff and
Maximum Demand Tariff. There are seven consumption blocks
for Residential Tariff and four for Non-Residential Tariff.
Progressive block tariff structures have been in place for both
tariff types.

3.5. Net Tariff Freeze for 2021
Higher capital expenditure caused by the substantial increase in
the use of natural gas for power generation and the signiﬁcant
drop in electricity sales brought about by COVID-19 and the
prevailing economic downturn have put pressure on tariff. The
basic tariff for 2021 was adjusted to 109.0 cents per unit of
electricity, 7.0 cents higher than the 102.0 cents in 2020 while
the Fuel Clause Charge was reduced to 17.4 cents per unit of
electricity to mainly reﬂect movements in fuel market prices.
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The "Special Rent and Rates Rebate", offered in the
past several years will be discontinued in 2021, as
refunds received from Government in respect of the
rent and rates overcharged have been fully returned to
customers. Taking into account all the adjustments,
net tariff for 2021 was maintained at 126.4 cents per
unit of electricity, same level as of 2020.
In view of the challenges faced by the community and
different business sectors under the current economic
downturn, HK Electric continues to provide relief
measures and energy-saving programmes. They
include the distribution of dining coupons to
underprivileged households, as well as programmes
like NGO Catering Subsidy, SDU Electricity Charges
Relief and other energy conservation initiatives. (See
Section 9.1. – Smart Power Services)

Net Tariff Freeze for 2021
Tariff
Components

2020
2021
Adjustment
(cents/unit) (cents/unit) (cents/unit)

Basic Tariff

102.0

109.0

+7.0

Fuel Clause Charge*

24.8

17.4

-7.4

Net Tariff before
Special Rebates

126.8

126.4

-0.4

Special Rent &
Rates Rebate

-0.4

-

+0.4

Net Tariff after
Special Rebates

126.4

126.4

Unchanged

* Fuel Clause Charge
- Starting 2019, the FCC is adjusted on a
monthly basis to reﬂect changes in the
cost of fuels consumed for generation of
electricity in a timely manner.

2021 Residential Tariff
Consumption
(In blocks)

3.6. Tariff Comparison with Other Cities
Dedicated to providing our customers with long-term, stable
and reasonable tariffs, HK Electric’s tariff for typical
households is lower than many major cities in the world
including Tokyo, New York, London, Seoul and Singapore
(Figure 5).

For each of the ﬁrst 150 units
For each of the next 150 units
(151 - 300)
200 units (301 - 500)
200 units (501 - 700)
300 units (701 - 1,000)
500 units (1,001 - 1,500)
From 1,501 units and above

Basic Charge
(cents/unit)
67.4
81.3
95.2
118.8
132.7
146.6
160.5

Figure 5 – Comparison of Residential Tariffs
Residential Tariff (HK$/unit) (Oct 2020)

100%
2021
Tariff

2
1

85%

236%

206% 216%

262%

142% 143%
102%

0
HK Electric
*Shenzhen

Seoul

Macau

Tokyo

Singapore

Sydney
London

New York

3.7. Household Expenditure on Electricity
According to the household expenditure survey carried out
by the Census and Statistics Department in 2014/15,
households in Hong Kong spend on average only 1.6% of
their expenditure on electricity supply which is much lower
than other expenses such as information and
communications services (2.3%) and transportation (7.5%).

Remarks:
(1) Comparison based on monthly residential customer
consumption of 275 units (3,300 units p.a.); overseas
tariffs and exchange rates are as at Oct 2020.
(2) HK Electric 2021 tariff (excluding subsidies and relief
measures)
(3) *Government-owned
Sources:
1. Shenzhen: Shenzhen Power Supply Bureau
2. HK Electric: The Hongkong Electric Co., Ltd.
3. Seoul: Korea Electric Power Corporation
4. Macau: Companhia de Electricidade de Macau
5. Singapore: SP Group
6. Tokyo: Tokyo Electric Power Co., Inc.
7. London: EDF Energy
8. Sydney: EnergyAustralia
9. New York: Consolidated Edison, Inc.
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4. Financial Performance
In 2020, our Gross Tariff Revenue decreased by $474 million to
$12,348 million attributable to lower sales of electricity and
lower recovery for costs of fuel. Permitted Return increased to
$4,493 million as compared with $4,285 million in 2019 as a
result of the growth in values of our net ﬁxed assets. Coupled
with lower interest on borrowed capital, the Net Return rose to
$3,442 million from $3,195 million in 2019.
As at end 2020, net debt, being the Company’s external
borrowings net off its bank deposits and cash balances,
increased by $2,078 million from $34,065 million in 2019 to
reach $36,143 million, mainly for ﬁnancing capital expenditure.

5-year Key Financial Figures
HK$ million

2020

2019

2018

2017

2016

For the year ended 31 December
12,348

12,822

14,352

13,618

12,658

Fuel costs

3,453

3,842

4,530

3,785

3,105

Operating costs

1,697

1,723

1,656

1,592

1,460

778

764

779

719

811

2,414

2,342

2,355

2,210

2,127

695

688

557

698

1,209

Permitted Return (Note 1)

4,493

4,285

5,155

5,196

4,948

Net Return

3,442

3,195

4,166

4,317

4,121

Transfer from/(to) Tariff Stabilisation Fund

164

(222)

(303)

(291)

181

Transfer to Smart Power Care Fund/
Smart Power Fund

(25)

(32)

-

(5)

(5)

Transfer to Rate Reduction Reserve

(8)

(14)

(6)

(1)

(1)

5,485

4,620

3,695

2,929

2,799

56,745

53,858

51,772

50,634

50,135

51

297

33

1,658

310

(36,194)

(34,362)

(33,295)

(32,714)

(31,035)

Gross tariff revenue

Interest
Depreciation and amortisation
Scheme of Control taxation

Capital expenditure (Note 2)
Assets/(liabilities) balances as at 31 December
Scheme of Control Fixed Assets
Bank deposits and cash
Bank loans and other borrowings
Note 1: Including the adjustments of
performance-based incentives for
the year.
Note 2: The capital expenditure is solely for
electricity-related property, plant and
equipment. The capital expenditure
excludes additions of right-of-use
assets and includes capital
expenditure of the offshore LNG
terminal developed by a joint venture.

Scheme of Control Net Fixed Assets
Balance as at 31 December
2020

2019

Generation

24,322

22,456

Transmission and
Distribution

28,590

27,854

3,833

3,548

56,745

53,858

HK$ million

Customer and Corporate
Services Development
Total

4.1. Scheme of Control Fixed Assets and Return
The values of the Scheme of Control Fixed Assets which mainly
include property, plant and equipment and interests in leasehold
land reached $56,745 million as at end 2020. The increase was
contributed by capital expenditure of $5,485 million and net off
depreciation charge of $2,414 million during the year.
In 2020, the Company recorded a Permitted Return of
$4,493 million while the Net Return of $3,442 million was
derived after making other adjustments including interest on
borrowed capital amounted to $1,018 million, transfer to
Smart Power Care Fund amounted to $25 million and Rate
Reduction Reserve amounted to $8 million.
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4.2. Capital Expenditure

Capital Expenditure

All of HK Electric’s investments are subject to close scrutiny by
the Government. A 5-year Development Plan (DP), covering
the Company’s projected capital expenditure and operating
costs, sales and basic tariff forecasts, has to be submitted for
approval by the Executive Council.

For the year ended 31 December 2020
HK$ million

The total approved capital expenditure under the 2019-2023
DP amounts to $26.6 billion. The actual capital expenditure in
2020 was $5,485 million.

Power Generation System
(Note)

3,380

Transmission and
Distribution System

1,791

Customer and Corporate
Services Development
Total

4.3. Tariff Stabilisation Fund and Fuel Clause
Recovery Account
The Tariff Stabilisation Fund (“TSF”) was established to
accumulate and provide funds to ameliorate tariff increases or
facilitate tariff reductions where appropriate. Due to a
signiﬁcant drop in electricity sales during the year, a transfer of
$164 million was made from the TSF resulting in a decreased
balance of $698 million as at end 2020.

314
5,485

Note: Includes HK Electric's share of capital
expenditure for the offshore
LNG terminal developed by a joint
venture.

TSF and FCRA
Balance as at 31 December

To reﬂect actual fuel costs in a timely manner, more frequent
Fuel Clause Charge adjustment mechanism was in place and
Fuel Clause Charge was reviewed on a monthly basis. With the
softening of fuel prices in 2020, Fuel Clause Recovery Account
(“FCRA”) balance increased from 2019 of $647 million to
2020 of $796 million.

HK$ million

2020

2019

2018

Tariff Stabilisation
Fund

698

848

620

Fuel Clause
Recovery Account

796

647

855

4.4. Operations Overview
The electricity sales in 2020 decreased by 3.7%
from that of 2019. It was mainly attributable to
anti-pandemic measures in place during the year
as well as conservation efforts across the
community despite a slight increase in the
number of customers to more than 583,000. All
other operating parameters such as annual load
factor, thermal efﬁciency, plant availability and
number of employees remained stable.
With the commissioning of L10 in February 2020,
the installed capacity now stands at 3,617 MW.
To achieve Hong Kong’s fuel mix target of around
50% gas generation in 2020, HK Electric not only
had to build a new gas-ﬁred unit L10, but also
defer the retirement of an old gas-ﬁred unit
GT57. Instead of the original schedule of 2020,
GT57 will now retire in 2022 when another new
gas-ﬁred unit L11 comes into operation. This is an
interim measure to achieve government objective.
The installed capacity in 2020 without GT57
would otherwise be 3,272 MW.

Operating Expenditure
For the year ended 31 December 2020
HK$ million

Operating costs,
depreciation &
amortisation

Fuel costs

Generation

2,118

3,453

5,571

Transmission and
Distribution

1,054

-

1,054

257

-

257

Corporate (Note)

2,155

-

2,155

Total

5,584

3,453

9,037

Sales and
Customer Services

Note: Includes interest and Scheme of
Control taxation.
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5. Customer Service
5.1. Customer Service Standards
HK Electric is committed to excellent customer services and aim
to exceed customers’ expectations and achieve total customer
satisfaction by continuously improving our services. In 2020,
despite the inconvenience and impact brought about by
COVID-19 to the community, HK Electric again achieved or
even surpassed all 18 pledged customer service standards, a
track record we have been keeping since introducing these
standards in 1993. We have received 1,994 commendations
for our services in 2020, reﬂecting a high level of customer
satisfaction.

Customer Service Standards
Services Provided

Standards in 2021

Actual Results in 2020

Better than 99.999%
7 days in advance
Within 2 hours
Within 3 working days

Better than 99.9999%
17.62 days in advance
56 minutes
Achieved

Within the next working day
Within the same day

Achieved
Achieved

Within 2 working days
Better than 99.8%
Same day as payment is received

Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

Within 2 working days
Within 5 working days

Achieved
Achieved

Within the next working day
Within 2 working days

Achieved
Achieved

Accuracy traceable to international
standards via HOKLAS accredited
standards laboratory

Achieved

Less than 3.5 minutes
Within 3 working days after receipt
Within 3 working days

2.87 minutes
Achieved
Achieved

Less than 9 seconds

2.97 seconds

Less than 28 minutes

19 minutes

Better than Score 4

Score 4.72

Electricity Supply
Reliability Rating of Electricity Supply
Average Notiﬁcation Period before Planned Suspension of Electricity
Average Time for Supply Restoration after Interruption of Supply
Site Investigation for Power Quality Enquiries
Connection of Supply
Connection of Supply
• Not Requiring Installation Inspection
• After Satisfactory Installation Inspection
Installation Inspection Appointment
• Provide Appointment for Installation Inspection
• Appointment Punctuality (within a 1.5-hour time band)
Reconnection of Supply after Payment of Outstanding Charges
Electricity Accounts & Meters
Closure of Electricity Account at Customer Request
Deposit Refund by Cheque after Full Authorisation by Customer
and Closure of Account
Special Request on Meter Reading
Processing of Concessionary Tariff Application upon Conﬁrmation
from Assessment Centre
Meter Testing

Customer Enquiries
Average Waiting Time for Counter Services at Customer Centre
Reply to Written Enquiries on Customer Accounts
Site Investigation for Electricity Consumption Enquiries
Emergency Services
Average Waiting Time for Telephone Calls to Customer
Emergency Services Centre
Average Arrival Time at Scene in Urban Areas in Response to
Emergency Calls
Customer Satisfaction
Average Customer Satisfaction Index (5-point scale)
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5.2. Power Supply Reliability and Quality
Supply Reliability
HK Electric has been maintaining a world-class supply reliability
rating of over 99.999% since 1997, even reaching an
impeccable record of over 99.9999% in 2020, with an average
unplanned Customer Minutes Lost of less than half a minute.
We attained these through adopting a life cycle and risk-based
approach on the asset management of our transmission and
distribution system, together with the application of advanced
technologies such as condition monitoring and modern
diagnostics to identify potential problem areas.

Power Quality
To provide better power quality advisory service to our
customers and industry practitioners, we have set up a Power
Quality Centre to demonstrate and explain the causes and
phenomenon of supply interruptions, voltage dips and
harmonics. Effective measures to mitigate the undesirable
effects of power interruptions, voltage dips and harmonics are
also introduced.

System Control Centre
The System Control Centre controls and monitors the
Company’s generation, transmission and distribution systems.
It operates round the clock to ensure that electricity is delivered
to our customers in a safe, reliable and efﬁcient manner with
low emission and carbon footprint. We adopt sophisticated
energy management and distribution management systems
with smart grid features and conduct regular reviews to ensure
critical cyber assets are protected in line with international
standards.

Advanced Monitoring and Detecting Technologies
To enhance the reliability of the plants in our transmission
network, most of our gas insulated switchgears are monitored
by online partial discharge detection systems. In addition, the
conditions of the oil-insulated transmission transformers are
monitored by online dissolved gas analysis or total combustible
gas detection systems. The online partial discharge detection
systems have also been installed at the zone substations and
switching stations for monitoring the conditions of the
air-insulated and gas-insulated switchgear and selected
crosslinked polyethylene (XLPE) transmission cable circuits.
Online cable ﬂuid pressure remote monitoring system has also
been installed to monitor the hydraulic pressure of selected
ﬂuid-ﬁlled transmission cables at Lamma Island.
HK Electric also conducts diagnostic testing to assess cable
conditions and identify weak components for replacement
prior to failure.
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Measures against External Disturbances
HK Electric mainly uses underground and submarine cables for
transmission and distribution of electricity. This, together with
the six cable tunnels in our transmission system, makes our
network less prone to the impacts brought about by adverse
weather conditions. Our power plants and coastal transmission
and distribution stations are also equipped with anti-ﬂooding
systems.
To avoid or minimise cable damage caused by road works,
HK Electric hosts seminars on cable damage prevention for
various stakeholders and arranges regular cable route
patrolling. We also commissioned an automatic identiﬁcation
system to detect any marine vessels that have stopped at our
275-kV submarine cable reserve zones, so that we can make
precautions against any damage caused by anchoring.

Prompt Emergency Services
Our Customer Emergency Services Centre provides necessary
support for customers through a 24-hour hotline (2555 4000).
For customers requiring special support such as hospitals, we
carry out regular drills with them to test the contingency supply
plans and help each other familiarise with the procedures.
To cater for emergency situation where loading demand is
substantial, we have commissioned our ﬁrst compact size
1,250-kVA mobile generator with parallel operation capability
in 2020.

5.3. New Service Initiatives
To support the transformation of Hong Kong into a smart city
and to facilitate customers to manage their energy efﬁciency
performance, HK Electric started to deploy smart meters in
April 2020. We met our target of 40,000 meters in 2020 and
expect to complete full deployment across our entire customer
base of over half a million by 2025. With smart meters and the
associated applications, customers are provided with more
consumption details and can optimise energy use to save
energy.
For the convenience of customers to view the electricity
account information, a new login option “Login with iAM
Smart” is available for the “Account-On-Line (AOL)” service.
HK Electric customers with the Government “iAM Smart”
account can now login AOL service with "iAM Smart". After
initial set-up for "Login with iAM Smart", customers can simply
use "iAM Smart" for future login of AOL account, without
inputting the AOL username/account number and password.
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To save customers’ time in bill payment of small outstanding
amounts, bill balances below $200 (adjusted from $150 to
$200 since October 2020) will be carried forward to the next
bill and no immediate settlement will be required. Furthermore,
a new payment method, payment by cash via Watsons was
launched.

5.4. Serving Customers with Special Needs
A mini-website “Web for the Elderly” has been set up with
easily accessible design and useful information for senior
citizens, including handling methods during supply
interruptions, the efﬁcient and safe use of electricity, and
concessionary tariffs, etc. At our Customer Centre in North
Point, an express counter is available for senior citizens where
magnifying glasses and presbyopia spectacles are available for
use.
In addition to Braille bills, a voice-assisted e-bill service is
available for the visually-impaired. A teleloop system is installed
at our Customer Centre and an SMS enquiry hotline is
designated for hearing-impaired customers on customer
account and emergency matters. Our Customer Services
Executives can also communicate with hearing-impaired
customers in basic sign language. Besides, we have also
produced a series of sign language videos on the safe and
smart use of electricity and ways to handle supply
interruptions.
Barrier-free facilities at our Customer Centre have been further
enhanced for the disabled. We also welcome customers with
guide dogs to visit our Customer Centre.
We pay special attention to customers who depend on
life-support equipment. We will also endeavour to inform these
customers before planned supply interruptions.
To make HK Electric’s services accessible to customers from the
ethnic minorities, our customer service pamphlets are
published in eight minority languages, including Hindi, Bahasa
Indonesia, Tagalog, Urdu, Japanese, Thai, Nepali and Korean.
We partner with the Hong Kong Council of Social Service to
offer concessionary rates to senior citizens, the disabled,
single-parent families and the unemployed. Those qualiﬁed will
get 60% off on the ﬁrst 200 units of electricity consumed each
month, with deposit and minimum charge waived. Currently,
around 4,800 customers are enjoying concessionary tariffs.
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5.5. Powering Electric Vehicles
HK Electric has 166 electric vehicles (“EVs”) in the ﬂeet and
12 public accessible EV charging stations installed on
Hong Kong Island. The EV quick charging stations at Star Ferry
in Central and Yue Wan Estate in Chai Wan have been
upgraded with multi-standard quick chargers which can serve
most of the EVs in the market. Users can always locate a
HK Electric charging station within 15 minutes of driving
distance where free charging has been further extended to
end 2021.
In 2020, all our operational sedan cars are either pure electric
or petrol-electric hybrid vehicles. In addition, 13 primary
substations have been equipped with EV charging facilities to
support our EV ﬂeet operation.

5.6. Listening to our Customers
The Customer Liaison Group is a major platform for the
Company to engage its customers and collect their views and
feedback. The group with about 40 members comprises not
only customers across our supply territory, but also
representatives from various stakeholder groups.
We updated members the Company’s latest developments
through a series of video recordings in 2020. In January 2021,
we held an online annual meeting to maintain ongoing
communication.
“We Meet on Friday” sessions are held for customers to
express their views on speciﬁc areas of our service as we
constantly look for new initiatives to serve our customers. In
2020, the ﬁndings of our after-service satisfaction surveys
indicated that the average customer satisfaction index was
4.72 on a 5-point scale.
A Complaints Handling Policy has been formulated as we
pledge to take any complaints against our operation seriously
and offer satisfactory and practical resolution.
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6. Renewable Energy
6.1. Renewable Energy Systems
Committed to developing renewable energy (“RE”), HK Electric
has built the city’s ﬁrst commercial scale wind turbine,
“Lamma Winds” and an extensive solar power system.
Lamma Winds was commissioned in February 2006. Perched
atop Tai Ling on the northern part of Lamma Island, it is
Hong Kong’s ﬁrst grid-connected wind power station and is
now a very popular destination for visitors to Lamma Island.
Commissioned in 2010, the solar power system is located
inside Lamma Power Station and is one of the largest in
Hong Kong. The 1-MW system comprises more than
8,600 thin-ﬁlm photovoltaic modules installed on the rooftops
and grounds of the station buildings.
Besides the solar power system and Lamma Winds mentioned
above, HK Electric has also commissioned over 10 small scale
RE installations as at end 2020. All these RE systems combined
produced about 2 million units of electricity in 2020.

6.2. Customers’ Connections to our Grid
To encourage and support efforts in using RE in the
community, we welcome customers to connect their RE power
systems to our electricity grid. The associated electrical
installations of the proposed RE systems should comply with
our Supply Rules, and the technical and safety requirements
stipulated by the Government.
We launched the Feed-in Tariff Scheme in 2019 to further
encourage the use of RE and its connection to our grid. (See
Section 9.1. – Smart Power Services)
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7. Major Projects
7.1. Gas-ﬁred Generating Units
To prepare for the retirement of coal-ﬁred units and to increase
the proportion of gas-ﬁred generation, HK Electric has been
constructing three new gas-ﬁred generating units in phases –
L10, L11 and L12, at Lamma Power Station (“LPS”).
The ﬁrst of these units, L10, a 380-MW gas-ﬁred combined-cycle
unit, was synchronised in October 2019 and commissioned in
February 2020 to meet system demand, bringing gas-ﬁred
generation capacity to about 50% of total output.
With foundation works completed in 2018, the superstructure
works of L11 commenced in 2019 for the unit to be
operational in 2022. The commissioning of L11 will further
boost our gas-ﬁred generation to about 55% of the total
output. For L12, foundation works began in 2019 for unit
commissioning by 2023, taking total gas-ﬁred capacity further
up to about 70%.
With the addition of these three new gas-ﬁred units, a total of
ﬁve coal-ﬁred units and one old converted gas-ﬁred unit could
retire by 2023 without compromising on system reliability.

7.2. Offshore Liqueﬁed Natural Gas Terminal
The offshore liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) terminal project
achieved important milestones in 2019. Hong Kong LNG
Terminal Limited, a joint venture between HK Electric and
Castle Peak Power Company Limited (CAPCO), was established
in June 2019 to construct and plan the future operation of the
terminal. The joint-venture company entered into an
agreement with Mitsui O.S.K. Lines, Ltd. for hiring a Floating
Storage and Regasiﬁcation Unit (FSRU) vessel for the terminal.
A long-term contract for the supply of LNG to the terminal was
also entered into among HK Electric, CAPCO and Shell Eastern
Trading (Pte.) Ltd.
For the offshore liqueﬁed natural gas (LNG) terminal project,
applications relating to land uses, environmental permits,
buildings design and other regulatory requirements have been
submitted to the relevant government departments for review
and approval. Procurement of major equipment supply and
engineering works is in progress. The jetty construction of the
terminal commenced in late 2020 for scheduled
commissioning in 2022.
The new terminal will provide an additional source of gas
supply to the Lamma Power Station. This will not only enhance
the reliability of electricity supply, but also strengthen our
negotiating power to procure natural gas at competitive prices.
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7.3. Other Infrastructural Works
Upgrades have been carried out to two key sophisticated
real-time computer systems at System Control Centre – the
Energy Management System and Distribution Management
System – to further improve the automation and control
capabilities of our generation, transmission and distribution
networks.
A number of major projects are also in progress across our
transmission and distribution networks. The most signiﬁcant
one is the work associated with supplying power to MTR’s
Shatin to Central Link (Hong Kong Island Section). Two
132/25-kV 26.5-MVA single phase traction transformers at
MTR’s South Ventilation Building and the associated 132-kV
single-phase cable circuits from Marsh Road 132-kV Switching
Station were commissioned in October 2020 to provide supply
to the new train line.
The new 132-kV gas-insulated switchgears at North Point and
Wongneichong Gap 132-kV Switching Stations are under
construction to enhance the supply reliability of 132-kV
network in Eastern and Southern area.
Besides, replacement of aged 11-kV air insulated switchgears
at our Chai Wan and Heung Yip Road Zone Substations are in
progress and will be fully completed in 2022 tentatively.
The advanced on-line partial discharge detection systems were
put to wider use to monitor equipment in primary stations,
while cable diagnostic techniques were deployed to identify
weak components in our 11-kV cable network. The new
technologies identiﬁed 17 instances where pre-emptive actions
can be taken to maintain fault-free operations in 2020.
In addition, we commissioned 35 new distribution substations
and replaced or refurbished aged equipment in the distribution
network in 2020. Older cable circuits in the Mid-Levels area
were replaced with modern ones to enhance system
performance and reliability.
We are expanding our communication infrastructure to the
distribution network. This communication infrastructure
provides an Internet-of-Thing (IoT) platform for the deployment
of a wide range of IoT sensors in our distribution network for
more robust surveillance of the power system operations as
well as the application of big data analytics for early detection
of incipient faults.
Another major infrastructure project for HK Electric is the
deployment of smart meters and advanced metering
infrastructure (AMI). Upon installation of smart meters and
commissioning of the AMI system, our customers will have
access to more detailed energy consumption data allowing
them to optimise their energy use. Following a successful pilot
project, our mass installation of smart meters was started in
2020 during which 40,000 were installed. The AMI system is
targeted for commissioning in end 2021 and we aim to
migrate our entire customer base to smart meters by 2025.
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8. Sustainability and
Environmental Performance
8.1. Sustainability Governance
HK Electric is committed to protecting the environment and
supporting sustainable development. A board-level
Sustainability Committee has been established to steer the
Company’s work on sustainable development, and assess and
manage all of our environment, climate, social and
governance-related issue. It is supported by the Sustainability
Management Committee chaired by the Managing Director.
Our Sustainability Policy as well as all related policies are
available on our website.

Increase in the Use of Natural Gas
in Electricity Generation
Gas

Coal

2020
(L10 commissioned)

~50%

~50%

2022
(L11 commissioned)

The Environment Committee ensures that our operations
adhere to the Company’s Environmental Policy and comply
with all applicable laws and regulations. With continuous
improvement in mind, HK Electric’s comprehensive
environmental and energy management systems follow
international standards ISO 14001 and ISO 50001 respectively.

8.2. Sustainable Development Goals
We support the United Nations’ 2030 Agenda for Sustainable
Development and its 17 Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs), which aim to end poverty, protect the planet, and
ensure peace and prosperity for all people by 2030.
We have developed a set of internal targets corresponding to
three SDGs that are closely aligned with our corporate
strategies and business priorities, namely, Affordable and Clean
Energy (Goal 7), Industry, Innovation and Infrastructure
(Goal 9), and Climate Action (Goal 13).

8.3. Cleaner Fuels
~55% ~45%

2023
(L12 commissioned)

~70%

~30%

(Based on GWh sent out)

Natural gas and coal are practically the exclusive fuels used at
LPS. A small amount of oil is used, mainly for starting and ﬂame
stabilisation of coal-ﬁred units. Meanwhile, low-sulphur coal
(sulphur content less than 0.14% and less ash content) has been
used to help reduce sulphur dioxide and particulates emissions.
Following the successful commissioning of our new gas-ﬁred
combined-cycle unit L10 in February 2020, gas-ﬁred generation
now accounts for around 50% of our total electricity output.
Meanwhile, the construction of other two new gas-ﬁred units,
L11 and L12 is on track for commissioning in 2022 and 2023
respectively. All these new gas-ﬁred units feature advanced
efﬁciency-enhancing technology, and produce about 50%
fewer carbon emissions than the existing coal-ﬁred units. They
are also equipped with Selective Catalytic Reduction Systems
that can reduce emissions of nitrogen oxides by about 90%.
With the commissioning of L12 by 2023, HK Electric will increase
the total gas-ﬁred generation ratio to around 70%.
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8.4. Emissions Reduction
With the use of cleaner fuels and state-of-the-art technology,
HK Electric has made solid progress in reducing the emissions
from its electricity generation process over the years. In 2020,
we continued to comply with all emissions allowances speciﬁed
by the Government and recorded reductions in sulphur dioxide,
nitrogen oxides and respirable suspended particulates and
carbon emissions compared to 2019 (Figure 6).

Figure 6 - Emissions Performance (2011-2020)
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8.5. 4R and In-house Green Initiatives
As part of our Environmental Policy, we follow “4R”
practices – Reduce, Reuse, Recover and Recycle – to
minimise the consumption of valuable resources, such as
energy, water and paper, as well as to reduce waste. We
set energy saving targets for our main ofﬁce premises
and look for energy saving opportunities through carbon
and energy audits. At LPS, our “rain and used water
collection system” collects more than 100,000m3 of
water for reuse every year and helps cut down the
amount of raw water consumption and waste water
discharge.
Ash and gypsum, which are by-products of our electricity
generation process, are collected for industrial use.
We are also mindful of reducing food waste from our
canteens. We encourage our colleagues to order their
meals in advance and facilitate ﬂexible serving size
according to demand in order to minimise leftovers. We
also encourage waste separation and use food waste
eliminators to minimise the disposal volume. We donate
surplus food to the needy through Food Angel, an NGO
in Hong Kong. However, the food donation service was
suspended during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Besides, we encourage employees and their families to
pledge to "go green" and support the United Nations
World Environment Day. In 2020, more than
800 colleagues supported this green appeal which
included an environmental quiz, a photo competition,
and recycling of used books and electronic gadgets.

2018

2019

2020

Carbon Dioxide Equivalent,
CO2e (million T)

Lamma Power Station
Water Consumption /
Discharge
2018

2019

2020

Sea water withdrawal &
discharge
(million m3)

2,031 1,930 1,738

Town water consumption
(million m3)

2.19

2.35

1.87

Wastewater discharge
(million m3)

0.15

0.26

0.25

2018

2019

2020

Ash produced

235

230

153

Ash collected for
industrial uses

237

230

154

Gypsum produced /
collected for industrial uses

69

70

39

Ash / Gypsum Collected for
Industrial Uses (kT)
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9. Low-carbon Living Promotion
9.1. Smart Power Services
Addressing the community’s aspirations for cleaner air, and in
support of the Government’s energy and environmental policy
objectives, and its long-term decarbonisation strategy,
HK Electric provides a suite of “Smart Power Services” to help
customers reduce carbon footprint in daily living and business
operations.
Various funding/service schemes have been devised to cater for
different sectors of the community to help promote energy
efﬁciency and support the local development of renewable
energy. In 2020, the Company set aside over $50 million for
the schemes.
We will deploy resources with priority to those in greater need,
e.g. building owners with limited ﬁnancial resources and
technical expertise as well as elderly customers or tenants living
in Sub-divided Units (“SDU”).

Smart Power Building Fund
Since 2019, HK Electric has injected $25 million into the
Smart Power Building Fund each year. The Fund provides
subsidies to building owners to carry out projects including
retroﬁtting of building services installations,
retro-commissioning and implementation of building-based
smart technologies to enhance energy efﬁciency performance
of their communal building services installations. All buildings
(not directly owned and operated by the Government) located
within HK Electric’s supply territory are eligible. A total of
48 applications involving subsidies of about $13 million were
approved in 2020.

Smart Power Energy Audit
The Company continues to offer free energy audits for its
non-residential customers to help identify energy-saving
potential. Site inspections will be conducted for customers’
business premises to analyse their energy efﬁciency
performance. In 2020, we completed over 200 energy audits.

Smart Power Loan Fund
We collaborate with banks to provide interest-subsidised loans
for non-Government and non-residential customers to
implement energy efﬁciency enhancement projects. Projects
identiﬁed through Smart Power Energy Audit and those
approved under Smart Power Building Fund are also eligible to
apply.
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Smart Power Care Fund
Smart Power Care Fund is set up to subsidise the needy and
disadvantaged households to adopt low-carbon living styles,
improve living environment and electrical safety. To tide over
the difﬁcult time with the community under the pandemic,
HK Electric launched relief measures including distribution of
dining coupons, various energy efﬁciency programmes to
support not only the small and medium enterprises ("SME")
caterers and the needy families, but also the commercial
customers hard-hit by the pandemic. Eight programmes are
now in operation under the Fund.

Eight Subsidy Programmes under Smart Power Care Fund
Energy-efﬁcient
Community Subsidy
Programme

A subsidy capped at $500,000 per eligible premises for NGOs, transitional housing
organisations and non-government schools to implement low-carbon living projects
which enable premises users to adopt low-carbon lifestyle and/or embrace energy
efﬁciency, improve indoor environment and bring social beneﬁts. The scope of
eligibility was also extended to the SME serving sectors hard-hit by COVID-19 with a
subsidy capped at $300,000. Eligible projects include retroﬁtting, upgrading or new
installation of energy-efﬁcient electrical facilities, equipment, installations or appliances
for kitchen, laundry or water heating.

Smart to Care
Subsidy Programme

A subsidy capped at $300,000 per eligible premises for NGOs for elderly/children and
rehabilitation centres to implement gerontechnology or smart technology projects
which provide an energy-efﬁcient, safe, comfortable and/or convenient environment
for the premises users. The scope of eligibility was also extended to non-residential
SME customers for provision of caring, rehabilitation or residential services for elderly,
children or disabilities with a subsidy capped at $150,000.

Energy-efﬁcient
Equipment Subsidy
Programme

A subsidy capped at $50,000 and $150,000 for non-residential customers (except
temporary supply and government accounts) to retroﬁt or install energy-efﬁcient
equipment.

Energy-efﬁcient
Appliances Subsidy
Programme

A one-off subsidy of up to $5,000 for eligible households to replace existing/provide
new energy-efﬁcient electrical appliances or carry out handy improvement works for
the safe use of electricity.

SDU Electricity Charges
Relief Programme

A yearly subsidy of $600 per eligible SDU
household.

SDU Rewiring
Subsidy Programme

A one-off subsidy capped at $15,000 per
eligible SDU households to rewire and
install HK Electric’s individual tariff meters.

“Care and Share” SME
Caterers Subsidy Scheme

Giving out dining coupon sets worth $250
each to eligible families for use at
participating eateries.

NGO Catering
Subsidy Programme

A subsidy capped at $30,000 for each
eligible NGO community centre to purchase
food and beverages from “Care and Share”
SME caterers for activities serving
underprivileged families and the needy.
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Feed-in Tariff Scheme
HK Electric will purchase electricity generated by the
grid-connected renewable energy power systems (“REPS”)
(solar photovoltaic and/or wind power system) of customers at
Feed-in Tariff (“FiT”) rates from $3-$5 per unit of electricity.
The FiT rate will be ﬁxed from the date when the customer
participates in the FiT Scheme throughout the project life of
the REPS or until 31 December 2033, whichever is earlier. By
end 2020, about 130 systems with a combined capacity of
about 2.3 MW have successfully connected to the grid and
started receiving FiT payment.

Renewable Energy Certiﬁcates
HK Electric offers Renewable Energy Certiﬁcates (“REC”) for
customers to purchase in support of the local development of
RE. REC represents all environmental attributes associated with
the electricity generated by HK Electric or purchased through
the FiT Scheme. It is available in blocks of 100 units of
electricity at $0.5 per unit. About 3.5 million units of electricity
generated from RE resources in 2020 were fully subscribed.

Smart Power Education Fund
With an annual budget of $5 million, the Smart Power
Education Fund supports programmes and activities to
promote energy efﬁciency, RE and low-carbon living. Key
initiatives include the Company’s signature programme,
Happy Green Campaign, and donations and sponsorships
supporting various educational and promotional activities.

Smart Power EV Charging Solution
To help reduce carbon emissions, improve roadside air quality
and support Hong Kong’s development into a low-carbon and
smart city, HK Electric has been promoting the use of EVs. On
top of providing the public with free EV charging service,
HK Electric also launched the “Smart Power EV Charging
Solution” to provide one-stop free service to assist customers
in applying for the Government’s EV-charging at Home Subsidy
Scheme to help install EV charging-enabling infrastructure in
private residential buildings. During the year, we provided
support on EV charging solution implementation to our
customers in 385 cases.
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Smart Power for Data Centre
To support the development of data centres in Hong Kong,
HK Electric provides data centre developers and operators with
one-stop tailored service including advice on site location
selection, electricity supply solution as well as energy
management.

Smart Power Gallery
HK Electric has set up a Smart Power Gallery to share with
different community sectors on Smart Power Services, energy
efﬁciency, renewable energy, climate change, smart city, etc. It
is a 5-storey building located in Sheung Wan equipped with
multi-media displays and interactive games. In view of the
COVID-19 pandemic, physical tours have been suspended.
Instead, we launched virtual tours on an online interactive
platform to continue to promote public understanding on
climate change and smart city. For enquiries, please call
2510 2701 or email to SPG@hkelectric.com.

9.2. Happy Green Campaign
In 2020, the Happy Green Campaign continued to ride on the
theme “Smart Power for Smart City” and encouraged
everyone to support the development of Hong Kong into a
smart city through the smart use of energy and low carbon
living.
Under the COVID-19 pandemic, most of the activities
organised under the campaign went online and on social
media. A new animation series was rolled out to illustrate how
we can take action to help build Hong Kong into a smart city.
An interactive drama “Happy Green Alliance” was produced
attracting over 3,300 participants joining online or on-site to
learn the importance of staying green today for a sustainable
future.
Other activities such as STEAM workshops and ambassadors
training were conducted online for schools joining the
“Happy Green Schools Label Programme”. The network now
consists of 482 primary and secondary schools. To provide
more resources to schools under the pandemic, special funding
was granted to 27 Happy Green schools for their green
activities in schools. 15 past shortlisted teams of the Green
Energy Dreams Come True competition also received funding
of $20,000 each to sustain or enhance the projects.
Despite the impact of the pandemic, the campaign attracted
about 57,000 participants to take part in various activities
during the year.
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10. Health and Safety
10.1. Health and Safety Commitment
Health & Safety is always among our top priorities. A Health
and Safety Board is in place to ensure that the Company’s
Health and Safety Policy applies to all areas of its operations.
With the outbreak of COVID-19, a high-level committee
chaired by the Operations Director has been established to
coordinate the Company’s anti-pandemic efforts, ensuring
business continuity while protecting the safety of our
employees.

10.2. Safety Management Systems
Our Safety Management Systems conform to the ISO 45001
standard for all major operations and are enforced stringently
within the Company.

10.3. Ensuring Health and Safety at Work
We aim to achieve an accident-free operation. On top of
running our health and safety management systems in line
with international standard, stringent in-house safety rules,
code of practice and work instructions are enforced in all
aspects of our business activities.
To minimise the risk of COVID-19 infection, we have
introduced work segregation, split team and work-from-home
arrangements for employees. We also require all our staff to
strictly observe social distancing requirements and issue them
with face masks and hand sanitisers.
We have been promoting 5S good housekeeping as a tool to
improve productivity and safety in our business activities. We
also implement our Work Safe Behaviour programmes to help
identify and improve working processes to ensure safety
performance. Besides the audits by external parties such as
HKQAA, we conduct various internal safety audits and
inspections regularly to identify opportunities for
improvement.
HK Electric conducts regular drills and functional exercises
throughout the year for a wide range of scenarios, such as
emergency evacuation and chemical spillage to identify
potential risk factors and develop recovery plans.
We have signed the Joyful@Healthy Workplace Charter and
made every effort to promote healthy eating, physical activity
and mental well-being. Throughout the year, different health
talks and workshops are organised for all employees.
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We are also a keen advocate of occupational health. The
Inﬂuenza Pandemic Prevention Committee keeps a close watch
on the latest developments of Inﬂuenza Pandemic, COVID-19
and other communicable diseases, reviews precautionary
measures, and formulates appropriate contingency plans.
During the outbreak of COVID-19, the Company elevates the
response level of its Inﬂuenza Pandemic Contingency Plan to
emergency level and steps up the preventive and control
measures in its operations. A series of drills have been conducted.

10.4. Promoting Safety Awareness
Training and promotion campaigns are organised throughout
the year. Though face-to-face activities have been suspended
under the pandemic, exchanges of views and learning through
online platforms continue.
With an aim to encourage staff to come up with innovative
ideas to further improve our safety performance, we organized
the “Continuous Safety Improvement and Innovation Scheme”
which has brought beneﬁts to our operations.
We offer a wide range of incentives to employees motivating
them to put health and safety into everyday practice and work
towards an incident-free operation. Through our Safety
Excellence Scheme and Safety Incentive Scheme for frontline
employees, we present awards to recognise staff’s efforts in
ensuring safety.

Figure 7 –
Safety Statistics (2016-2020)
Number of Lost Time Injuries of
HK Electric
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10.5. Safety Performance

2016

HK Electric holds an excellent track record in safety performance,
and our accident rates have been far below the Occupational
Injury Rate of Hong Kong in the past years. The charts show our
safety performance in the past ﬁve years (Figure 7) as well as the
comparison of HK Electric’s Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate with
the Occupational Injury Rate of Hong Kong (Figure 8).

2017 2018 2019

2020

Remark: A Lost Time Injury (“LTI”) of
HK Electric is a work-related injury
that results in time lost from work
of at least one day or shift.

Figure 8 – Safety Performance Comparison (2016-2020)
Injury Rate per 100 employees

Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate of HK Electric
The Occupational Injury Rate of Hong Kong
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Remarks:
- The Lost Time Injury Frequency Rate of
HK Electric can be interpreted as the
approximate percentage of the workforce
who has experienced a Lost Time Injury
during the year.
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- Source of the Occupational Injury Rate of HK:
Labour Department Occupational Safety and
Health Statistics Bulletin (August 2020).
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- The Occupational Injury Rate of HK in 2020
is not available.
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11. Community Investment
11.1. Community Programmes
We join hands with public organisations or NGOs under
various programmes to promote the safe and efﬁcient use of
electricity, care for the environment and sustainable
development of Hong Kong as well as elderly care.

Electrical Inspection for Single Elderly
For many years, we have been arranging monthly visits to
public housing estates where HK Electric volunteers could help
single elderly inspect their electrical installations at home. In
2020, this service was suspended due to COVID-19. We will
closely monitor the situation and resume the service when
circumstances allow.

U3A
The U3A (University of 3rd Age) Network of Hong Kong now
covers 48 elderly centres across Hong Kong. Due to the
pandemic, we moved the training online and encouraged local
retirees to keep self-learning despite suspension of physical
classes. A total of 196 U3A students joined an incentive
scheme in 2020 and shared their self-learning experience on
low-carbon lifestyle, environmental protection and healthy
living.
A new round of Smart Power Ambassadors Training was
organised in November 2020. Around 130 U3A students
completed 4 online training sessions delivered by HK Electric
representatives and green experts on global warming, energy
efﬁciency, green electricity generation, low-carbon living and
eco-solutions in ﬁghting the pandemic.

CAREnJOY for the Elderly
Partnering with elderly service organisations, HK Electric
continues to promote mutual support and encourages elders
to keep connection with their local community through the
CAREnJOY for the Elderly programme.
Instead of home visits, we launched the “CAREnJOY
Call-to-Care” service by inviting volunteers to make regular
phone calls to show our care to over 140 single elders. We also
dispatched weekly information feeds and cheering messages
via mobile phones under the “CAREnJOY Non-stop”
programme, to keep single elders socially engaged, reaching
out to more than 6,800 single elders every week.
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Green Hong Kong Green
Jointly organised with the Conservancy Association, the
Green Hong Kong Green project offers monthly eco-tours on
Hong Kong and Lamma islands with an aim to enhance public
knowledge of local eco-heritage resources and to encourage
more to appreciate and treasure the environment. During the
year, while most eco-tours were put on hold due to the
pandemic, we continued to promote the various routes with
videos, Facebook posts and interactive games on social media.
Under the project, a total of 11 eco-heritage routes have been
developed including a new one in the Eastern district: the
Eastern Sparkle. The new Eastern route takes participants to
explore the unique entertainment culture and history of
North Point, as well as the story behind HK Electric’s old North
Point Power Station. Participants will also have the opportunity
to learn about the ecology of North Point through this route.

11.2. Corporate Philanthropy
Donations and Sponsorships
HK Electric supports meaningful and charitable causes through
donations and sponsorships. In 2020, we supported
49 donation or sponsorship appeals from the engineering
profession, education sector, NGOs, charity and green groups,
as well as community organisations.

HK Electric Centenary Trust
The “HK Electric Centenary Trust” provides ﬁnancial support to
elderly services and secondary school students. Every year,
scholarships are offered to ﬁnancially-challenged secondary
school students with outstanding academic performance. Since
2006, the Trust has also been funding the “U3A Network of
Hong Kong” to promote active aging. In 2020, the Trust
continued to provide funding to these initiatives, supporting the
young and the elderly in learning.

11.3. Employee Volunteering
Comprising over 1,100 members of the Company’s workforce,
the HK Electric Volunteers Team remains a dedicated arm of
our community investment efforts. Despite the constraints
imposed by social distancing under COVID-19, our volunteers
helped with providing online mentoring, packing protective
gear, producing video cheering messages to support about
10,000 healthcare professionals of the Hong Kong Hospital
Authority, and delivering food packs to needy families in
Eastern District.
Our volunteers served in 22 services totalling 712 hours,
putting into action the Company’s core value of caring for the
community especially in this trying time.
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12. Human Capital and
Talent Development
Let our People “SHINE”

S

- Synergy

H

- Holistic Development

I

- Ideal Workplace

N

- Nurture Future Leaders

E

- Excellence

12.1. An Employer of Choice
At HK Electric, people are our most important assets. We strive
to create a stimulating and supportive workplace. In 2020, the
Company had 1,713 permanent employees in a range of
corporate, engineering, technical and frontline roles.

Career Development
We offer employees ample learning opportunities to enhance
their management and technical skills based on job capacity,
personal capability and development potential. In 2020, in view
of the COVID-19 outbreak, the Company directed more
resources in self-paced learning and provided a total of
33,524 hours of face-to-face and on-line employee
development programmes.
Trainee programmes are provided to graduates of universities
and other tertiary institutions. Our graduate trainee
programme is recognised by the Hong Kong Institution of
Engineers (“HKIE”) while the trainee technician programme of
the Transmission and Distribution Division is the ﬁrst trainee
programme accredited by the Associate Membership Scheme
of HKIE. We tailor-make all-round training and development
programmes for those displaying potential to broaden their
corporate and functional perspectives. All face-to-face and
on-line programmes are developed based on an in-house
4-level framework of leadership competencies, which serves as
our roadmap of leadership development at all levels.

HK Electric Institute
Established to nurture engineering experts and to ensure
knowledge transfer, the HK Electric Institute provides advanced
training programmes on power engineering for our technical
staff to cope with the demanding and ever-changing operating
environment of the electricity industry. In 2020, 400 participants
attended 14 modules conducted by experienced engineers of
HK Electric and other specialists.
The Institute continues to explore collaboration opportunity
with The Hong Kong Polytechnic University and delivers
lectures in the MSc subjects on High Voltage Engineering,
Modern Generation and Grid Integration Technologies as well
as industrial lecture on power system protection to their
undergraduates. Collaboration with The University of
Hong Kong was also strengthened in 2020. Industrial lectures
on power system protection and smart grid features of Energy
Management System and Distribution Management System
were conducted to their undergraduates.
A total of 40 lecturing hours were provided to 370 postgraduate/
undergraduate students of both universities in 2020.
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The Silk Road International School of Engineering continued to
organise an advanced professional development programme in
power and energy in 2020. Due to COVID-19 pandemic,
webinars with interactive sharing sessions for 146 candidates
from 26 “Belt and Road” countries and regions were held in
Aug/Sep 2020. Experienced engineers from HK Electric
delivered lectures on the design and operations of the
distribution networks with encouraging feedback received.
HK Electric has also been offering scholarships and bursaries to
engineering students at various major universities and tertiary
institutes.

12.2. Employee Consultation
A Joint Consultation Committees (“JC”) is in place to foster
communication between management and the employees.
Through the JC, we encourage employees to come up with
new ideas on ways to improve employee wellness and business
operations. Currently, 72 employee representatives are sitting
on 6 panels. In 2020, a total of 11 JC meetings and a JC
brieﬁng session were held.

12.3. Employee Wellness
We live the Company value of caring and promote employee
wellness. In 2020, most of our physical training courses and
ﬁtness activities were suspended in view of the COVID-19
pandemic. Instead, we organised a series of online interest
classes such as making DIY face mask covers, leathern roses and
towel animals through live broadcast for employees to join via
their ofﬁce desktop computers. Some participants volunteered
to produce face masks and present them to colleagues with
regular customer contact. An Info Hub of COVID-19 was set up
on the Company Intranet and mobile app to convey to
employees useful information relating to precautionary
measures against the pandemic in the form of videos, posters,
news and announcements. A total of 11 in-house educational
videos were produced to reinforce employees’ understanding
and application of the precautionary measures.
To care for the health of our employees, we offer ﬂu
vaccinations and medical check-ups. A 24-hour counselling
hotline service manned by professional counsellors is available for
our employees and their families. We have also formed a Good
Neighbours Club with more than 75 colleagues participating on
a voluntary basis, receiving training on basic counselling skills.
HK Electric won the third place among the top 20 most
attractive companies in the Randstad Employer Brand Awards
2020 in Hong Kong. Also, HK Electric has been named a
“Family-friendly Employer” since 2014. We provide lactation
room facilities for breastfeeding mothers and an education
subsidy and scholarships for employees’ children. Outstanding
achievements of employees are also recognised with the “Best
of the Best” annual awards.
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We value your comments and suggestions on our
services and operations. You are welcome to contact
us via the following channels:
The Hongkong Electric Co., Ltd.
E-mail
: mail@hkelectric.com
Telephone : 2843 3111
Customer Services
E-mail
: cs@hkelectric.com
Telephone : 2887 3411
Emergency Reporting
E-mail
: mail@hkelectric.com
Telephone : 2555 4999 Chinese (24-hour)
2555 4000 English (24-hour)
Smart Power Services
E-mail
: SPS@hkelectric.com
Telephone : 2510 2701
Smart Power Gallery
E-mail
: SPG@hkelectric.com
Telephone : 2510 2701

The Hongkong Electric Co., Ltd.
44 Kennedy Road, Hong Kong
www.hkelectric.com

